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The Pacific Historical Review
The issue for March, 1935, has as its leading article, "The
North Pacific Sealing Convention of 1911," by Thomas A. Bailey.
The other interesting articles cover a wide sweep of the Pacific area.
The issue also brings a complete index for the year 1934. This was
prepared by Professor Dan E. Clark of the University of Oregon
as were also the indexes for 1932 and 1933.
The Oregon Historical Quarterly
The Oregon Historical Quarterly for March brings another rich
harvest for Northwestern history. T. C. Elliott opens and closes the
list of good articles. His first one is a useful biography of Richard
("Captain Johnny") Grant and the last one records the recent dis-
covery of the burial place of Madame Dorion. Prof. Robt. C. Clark
discusses the military history of Oregon during its first decade as a
Territory, 1849-1859, Indian war years. Other articles are "Hud-
son's Bay Company Claims, 1846-1869," by Ralph Richard Martig;
"A Document of Mission History," by Robert Moulton Gatke;
"Members of the First Wyeth Expedition," by Philip Henry Over-
meyer. Lewis A. McArthur, John T. Ganoe and the editor, Nellie
B. Pipes, furnish the book reviews, followed by the usual News
and Comment and Necrology features which reveal excellent glean-
mgs.
Leg(lJl Controls Through Administrative Law
The above title was used for an address by Harold Shepherd,
Dean of the University of Washington School of Law and reprinted
from the Oregon Law Review. His purpose is revealed in the last
three sentences: "I shall be content if I have awakened an interest
in what seems to me a phenomenal evolution in our scheme of ad-
ministratice justice. I regard it as a natural evolution and not a us-
urpation. Many of its features will remain as permanent ones in our
law and even those we discard will leave their imprint on our juris-
prudence."
Devotion to Lincoln
The second issue of the Bulletin of the Chicago Historical So-
ciety, February, 1935, is devoted largely to Lincoln. Blaine Brooks
